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Redefining the Modern Shower Experience

Create your personal showering and wellness environment with ThermaSol’s innovative line of products that unite smart home technology, engineering and ergonomic design.
Why ThermaSol is the Industry Leader

**Lifetime - Factory Limited Warranty** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

Warranty: Pro and SSA – an industry first. After the in-home warranty is up, send the unit to the factory and ThermaSol will repair the failure, including parts and labor.

**State-of-the-Art Controls**

The ThermaTouch 7" and 10" Smart Touchscreen Control in conjunction with the Smart Digital Shower Valve allows you to control all aspects of your shower including water flow and temperature, steam, user settings, access to a wide range of apps, video, music, operate the Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead, and more.

**SmartSteam™ [patented]** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

The most desired feature of any steam shower system! You won’t see this cutting-edge technology, but you will feel it! The ultimate in temperature control and energy conservation.

**PowerFlush** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

Specifically engineered to purge calcification build-up from the inner tank. This unique system uses a combination of household water-line force (40 to 80 lbs.) and specially designed inner tank “speed slots” to increase the water velocity. This concentrated thrust of water pressure effectively sweeps the bottom of the tank, removing build-up.

**Constant Steam at a Constant Rate** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

No irritating steam lags or bursts.

**SteamVection Steamhead** [NEW](#)

Innovative design creates a convection effect, directing incoming steam to the bottom first to create consistent temperature levels throughout the entire shower.

**Split Tank Technology** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

Provides constant steam at a constant rate while ensuring trouble-free reliability. This highly efficient system delivers uninterrupted boiling by pre-heating water in the water reservoir and passing it to the boiling side only at the exact rate of steam production.

**FastStart™ Technology** [patented](#)

Steam in seconds, not minutes. FastStart deactivates if the generator is not used in 7 days. FastStart reactivates upon use.

**Digital Two Way CAN-bus Technology** [Only From ThermaSol](#)

The safest and most reliable communication technology in the industry.

**ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control with Alexa**

Give directions to your shower from any room in the home. Talk to Alexa and control every aspect of your multi-sensory shower experience — from water, lights and steam.
**Simply Sized Only From ThermaSol**
ThermaSol generators are easy to size: LxWxH = Cubic Feet. No complicated formulas.

**No Upsizing**
ThermaSol generators can be installed up to 50 feet away from the shower without upsizing.

**Tranquility**
With nine unique scenes to choose from, ThermaSol’s Tranquility mode combines imagery and sound themes from nature to help create a totally immersive steam shower experience. Available on the ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control.

**Water Conservation – The Green Side of Steam**
ThermaSol steam shower units use only one gallon of water to power a 20-minute steam session.
ThermaSol Smart Shower

Personalization. Everything Integrated.

Shower exactly the way you want. ThermaSol’s performance-engineered products allow you to customize and control every part of your daily showering experience — from precision water volume and temperature control, to selecting your preferred water outlets, to activating steam, sound and light therapy systems.

**Precision Water Volume**
Get quieter, more precise control with 400 incremental position stepper motors

**Temperature Control**
Make your shower hot or cold to your exact liking, right down to the exact degree

**Preferred Water Outlets**
Choose up to three different water outlets and functions with a touch of your finger

**Full Integration**
Activate steam, sound and light therapy systems via ThermaSol’s advanced LCD touchscreen controls or Amazon Alexa
Technology You Don’t See

ThermaSol’s advanced technology works behind the scenes to create a shower environment that is uniquely personalized to your space, your style and the way you want to shower.

The ThermaSol Smart Digital Shower Valve allows the ultimate in precision control of water volume and temperature. The advanced valve utilizes best in-class, ceramic disc Flühs brass cartridges and two laboratory grade stepper motors - allowing 400 positions to deliver precise incremental settings. The ThermaSol Smart Digital Shower Valve allows installation flexibility up to 30 feet from the shower structure and has an integrated diverter so that the user can select different showering outlets. Whether matched with ThermaSol’s quality shower products or other manufacturers, the Smart Digital Shower Valve is managed by one of ThermaSol’s intuitive smart touchscreen controls.

Note: As a precaution, the system maintains a battery back-up system that does not require servicing.
Total Wellness Package

Create a multi-sensory showering experience – in tune with your needs.

When you pair the Total Wellness Package — which includes ThermaSol's ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control and Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead — with the Smart Digital Shower Valve, you have total command over every element of your daily wellness ritual — from your preferred water outlet (classic shower head, rainhead or hand shower) to pre-programmed water volume to light and sound therapy sessions and much more.
Shown: ThermaTouch 10" and 7" Smart Touchscreen Control, SteamVection Steamhead in round and square style

Total Wellness Package
ThermaTouch

The ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control with Alexa manages all aspects of the smart shower and steam experience: lights, music, precision water and temperature control, shower outlet selections (classic showerhead, rainhead or handshower), dozens of apps, tranquility scenes, programmed sound therapy sessions, and even TV – all with a simple touch or voice command via Amazon’s cloud-based voice service, Alexa.

App Integration
Choose and download from a menu of the most popular Apps: shows, news, weather, video content, music and more.

Fully Waterproof - Interactive LCD
ThermaTouch’s advanced interactive touch-screen control utilizes capacitive technology and allows you to customize and control every part of your daily showering experience. It can be installed anywhere: in-shower, bathing area and locations in proximity.

Automatic Updates
WiFi-enabled capabilities ensure that users automatically receive any updates to the software right to the controller, in-home after purchase.

ThermaTouch with Alexa built-in
Powered by Your Words - Activate the shower and steam, set shower and steam temperatures, set shower and steam duration and set lighting and chromatherapy—all before stepping foot into your shower.
Utilizing the power of the Android operating system, the new ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control is now an app platform, hosting the most popular apps which users can download via ThermaTouch App Store.

* Apps shown above can change at anytime
SignaTouch

With simplicity in mind, the streamlined SignaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control includes many of the same features as the ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control with the exception of apps, Tranquility scenes and Alexa compatibility. Users can manage lights, music, precision water and temperature control and shower outlet selections with a touch.

- Can be mounted vertically or horizontally
- Built-in Bluetooth®, stereo audio output when paired with Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead
- Two customizable user settings
- Available in 15 trims and finishes

- Recessed design for seamless installation
- Time display
- Set steam time and temperature
- Operates: steam, smart shower, light, sound and rainhead
ThermaSol's SignaTouch 5” Smart Touchscreen Control includes many of the same features of ThermaTouch, without apps, Tranquility scenes and Alexa compatibility.
The sleek all-in-one Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead delivers chromatherapy, sound therapy and a gentle falling water sensation for a truly soothing shower experience. Set your ideal mood lighting or play your favorite music. Designed to integrate seamlessly into your existing bath environment, this system can be installed without access from above.

**Water Sensation**
Gentle falling water sensation through two rings of 82 jets

**Full Spectrum of Color**
LED Lights provide a full-color spectrum up to an estimated 684 lumens, as well as provides adjustable ambiance shower lighting

**Crisp Sound**
Built-in, high-performance audio system. High-performance trilinear sub-woofer with high-frequency drivers and high-efficiency class D amplifier

**Bluetooth® Enabled**
Operates with the Smart Touchscreen Controls and your own Bluetooth® music-source devices
ThermaSol Smart Shower

Chromatherapy setting

Brightness setting

Audio setting
Steam Integration

Elevate your daily health and wellness ritual by adding steam to your ThermaSol Smart Shower experience.

The ThermaSol Smart Shower experience takes health and wellness to another level when you add steam. With over 60 years of innovation and the first to develop the electric steam bath generator, ThermaSol brings the benefits of a world-class spa into your home with the industry’s most advanced, reliable and efficient equipment available.

ThermaSol’s SteamVection steamhead brings the benefits of a world-class spa into your home with the industry’s most advanced, reliable and efficient equipment available.

Using the science of convection, this state-of-the-art design delivers floor-to-ceiling temperature uniformity within the steam shower while adhering to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. This means consistent and even temperature zones for ThermaSol Smart Shower users — not the variable heat ranges that typically occur in steam showers. ThermaSol’s steamhead also allows the closest proximity to the outlet, called “the steam emitting area.”

See page 37 for more information on SteamVection
• Whisper quiet  
• Essential oil well for aromatherapy experience  
• Streamlined 1 ¾" x 1 ¾" dimensions  
• Two new aesthetically pleasing designs (Circular and Squared)  
• 15 different finish options
Rain Canopy, Handshower and Body Sprays

Complete the look of your shower with our matching Rain Canopy, Handshower and Body Sprays. These stylish accessories can blend with a wide range of bath styles and environments.

- Compatible with ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve
- Available in 5 finishes: Oil Rubbed Bronze, Polished Chrome, Polished Nickel, Satin Nickel and Matte Black.
Build Your Smart Shower

ThermaSol makes it easy for you to customize your ThermaSol Smart Shower system to your exact needs, whether you simply want more control over your daily showering experience or a multi-sensory experience that promotes relaxation.

**STEP 1**  Calculate Shower Size Simple Sizing Formula:
L x W x H = Cubic Feet (CF)  EXAMPLE: 4’ x 5’ x 8’ = 160 CF

For every foot of ceiling height over 8 feet, use the next larger steam generator. All interior wall material is irrelevant.

**STEP 2**  Choose your Wellness Package

**STEP 3**  Choose a Generator to add Steam Therapy
Based on the Simple Sizing formula, select a steam generator and choose the generator’s location.

**STEP 4**  Add Matching Rain Canopy, Handshower and Body Sprays

ThermaSol’s generators can be placed up to 50 feet from the shower. Attic, closet or below a sink are ideal locations.
Schedule a consultation with our home spa concierge at www.thermasol.com/scheduleappointment or call 800.776.0711.
Elements of a Smart Shower

What distinguishes a ThermaSol Smart Shower is its ability to create a complete, customized multi-sensory experience in your home with water, light, scent, sound and visualization.

**Hydrotherapy**
The use of steam and vapor to promote relaxation and overall well-being.

**Chromatherapy**
Incorporates color and light to balance energy wherever the body is lacking.

**Aromatherapy**
The use of essential oils sourced from aromatic plants and flowers to improve mood and promote wellness.

**Sound Therapy**
Listening to music has been known to slow the heart rate, lower blood pressure and decrease stress levels.

**Visualization**
Watching tranquil imagery from nature can help create a calm environment to relax the mind and body.
Benefits of Steam

Since the time of the Greek and Roman empires, steam therapy has been known to promote overall health and well-being. Steam therapy produces a moist heat, which is thought to have therapeutic benefits for cardiovascular and respiratory systems.

*Relieve Stress*
Encourages a relaxed state and fosters overall well-being.

*Detoxify Your Body*
Releases toxins from your skin through your sweat.

*Improve Breathing*
Warms mucous membranes, soothes sore throat and opens nasal passages.

*Relaxes Muscles*
Improves circulation and helps reduce muscle pain.

*Rejuvenates Skin*
Opens pores and leaves skin with a healthy glow. May improve acne.

*Enhances Sleep*
May help increase better quality sleep patterns.
Chromatherapy

Chromatherapy is an alternative healing method that uses color and light to re-balance energy centers in the body, also known as chakras. Drawing from the theory of Indian Ayurvedic healers, ThermaSol’s calming chromatherapy treatments are connected to the seven chakras of the body, which have a corresponding color, a physical location and distinct energy.

**Red / Lower Body**
Associated with courage, loyalty and perseverance. Symbolizes life and desire. Believed to increase blood pressure and circulation.

**Orange / Pelvis**
Evoke compassion. Symbolizes the sun and makes us alert and cheerful. Believed to treat depression, discontent and pessimism.

**Yellow / Stomach**
Promotes feelings of freedom. Believed to have effects that greatly assist the metabolism, strengthen the nervous system and combat glandular disease.

**Green / Heart**
Creates a harmonizing effect. Promotes relaxation and detoxification.

**Blue / Throat**
Promotes peace and relaxation. Believed to relieve headaches, migraines, stomach pains and muscle cramps.

**Indigo / Forehead**
Promotes perception and intuition. Often applied in health treatments for the eyes, ears, nose, it is commonly used to treat addiction.

**Violet / Top of Head**
The most meditative color. Used to soothe the organs, relax muscles and calm the nervous system.
Chromotherapy
Aromatherapy

ThermaSol’s 100% organic pure Essential Oils heighten your steam shower experience with a multitude of healing scents sourced directly from nature. Simply add two to four drops of your favorite oil to the steamhead reservoir in your steam shower and breathe in the natural power of their “essence.”

**French Lavender**
Promotes calming and relaxing effects.

**Portuguese Eucalyptus**
Stimulates, soothes and cools.

**Italian Bergamot**
Reduces anxiety, depression and insomnia.

**Madagascar Ylang Ylang**
Effective aphrodisiac with a tranquil, warm aroma.

**French Rosemary**
Calms nerves, improves memory, confidence and creativity.

**Egyptian Geranium**
Relieves stress, anxiety, fatigue and PMS symptoms.

**Energize Oil Blend**
Invigorates the senses, improves circulation and relieves headaches.

**Bulgarian Rose Absolute**
Uplifting and a natural aphrodisiac.

**Indian Jasmine**
Eases worry, anger, depression and irritability.

**Italian Neroli**
Alleviates depression, insomnia, and is a natural skin beautifier.

**French Roman Chamomile**
Relieves emotional anxiety and tension.

The preceding statements and claims about ThermaSol’s Essential Oils have not been medically evaluated.
Sound Therapy & Visualization

Sound healing therapy uses aspects of music or sounds in nature to improve your physical and emotional health and well-being. Visualization is also known to put your mind and body at ease.

With the Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead and ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control, ThermaSol offers Tranquility Scenes:

- Music streaming and relaxing sounds
- Nine pre-programmed natural sounds, lighting and visualization scenes
To learn more visit: ThermaSol.com/Tranquility
Steam-Only Digital Controls

**MicroTouch** The low-profile, in-shower MicroTouch steam-only digital control channels the capacitive touch technology used on mobile devices. Control on/off power, temperature and recall previous user settings.

- Set desired steam session temperature
- Recall last user settings
- Operates Auto PowerFlush™ system
- Available in two styles (round and square) and 15 finishes

**Signature Series** The Signature Series digital controls allows you to control time and temperature, maintenance and the Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead with a simple touch.

- Set desired steam session temperature
- Customizable user settings for two users
- Operates Auto PowerFlush™ and FastStart™ systems
- Available in two styles and 15 finishes
In-Shower Fog-Free Mirrors

Available in four distinctive designs. Choose the style that most compliments your decor. For use inside or outside your shower.
Shower Seats

Made of Bamboo and naturally resistant to moisture, mildew and decay, each seat has an ADA compliant structural strength capable of supporting up to 500 pounds.

- Walnut stain, brushed aluminum frame

A slim 3” profile when folded keeps the seat safely out of the way when not in use.

Bluetooth Speakers

ThermaSol’s self-amplified Bluetooth® speakers pair seamlessly with our controls — or can be used on their own.

- Start playing tunes in your shower instantly
- No additional equipment needed
- 15 different finish options
- Water and Steam Proof

Corner Shower Seat
Innovations and Industry Firsts

Combining revolutionary smart home technology with six decades of engineering expertise, ThermaSol has created the most advanced steam shower experience available on the market today.

Split Tank Technology
Providing constant steam at a constant rate while ensuring trouble-free reliability!

How it Works: Water is pre-heated in the water reservoir and passes to the boiling side only at the exact rate of steam production.

PowerFlush
Your Very Own Technician

How it Works: PowerFlush was specifically engineered to purge calcification build-up from the inner tank. This unique system uses a combination of household water-line force (40 to 80 lbs.) and specially designed inner tank “speed slots” to increase the water velocity. This concentrated thrust of water pressure effectively sweeps the bottom of the tank, removing build-up.
Innovations and Industry Firsts

How it Works:

This state-of-the-art design delivers floor-to-ceiling temperature uniformity within the steam shower while adhering to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. For users, this means consistent and even temperature zones—no longer variable heat ranges that typically occur in steam showers.

SmartSteam™
The Ultimate in Temperature Control

How it Works: SmartSteam™ produces the precise volume of steam required to maintain your desired room temperature while providing a quiet, relaxed experience. Available on ProSeries™ models only.

SteamVection
Floor-to-Ceiling Uniformity with SteamVection

How it Works: This state-of-the-art design delivers floor-to-ceiling temperature uniformity within the steam shower while adhering to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. For users, this means consistent and even temperature zones—no longer variable heat ranges that typically occur in steam showers.
Six Decades of Steam Showering Innovation

ThermaSol has a 60-year tradition of steam industry firsts, beginning with the creation of the first residential steam bath in 1958 and continuing today with a range of pioneering innovations that redefine the modern steam shower experience.

ThermaSol is founded by David Altman, who designs, builds and installs the first mini-electric steam shower for a luxury Park Avenue apartment with his apprentice son, Murray. Affluent homeowners almost immediately gravitate towards the steam shower, as they recognize it as a luxury home amenity with health and relaxation benefits.

1958

July 7, 1958

It all starts with David Altman’s Patent #3007178 for a combination steam bath and shower.

Sol, ThermaSol’s proverbial mascot and steam ambassador, is born.

1967

Sol, ThermaSol’s proverbial mascot and steam ambassador, is born.

1968

Legendary interior designer Dorothy Draper designs bathroom concepts incorporating ThermaSol steam bathing.

June 29, 1970

The steam shower experience is taken to the next level with Murray Altman’s Patent #3655135 for a steam outlet head with dispenser for fragrances and/or medicants.
1971
Murray takes over operations of ThermaSol and begins expanding the ThermaSol model to the hotel industry. ThermaSol Steamsuites are installed in thousands of motels across the country.

1977
ThermaSol moves to Sylmar, California, in order to accommodate their ever-expanding line of products, which now includes wall surrounds and whirlpool bathtubs.

1979
ThermaSol creates the world’s first patented self-cleaning whirlpool tub.

1983
ThermaSol’s son, Mitch, joins ThermaSol full-time.

1989
Mitch officially takes over the company reins, shifting ThermaSol’s focus from the whirlpool market back to steam bath products, furthering steam shower innovations.

1991
ThermaSol moves to a 25,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Simi Valley, California.

1993
ThermaSol adds two new digital time and temperature controls to their steam shower systems.
1994
August 8, 1994
ThermaSol introduces its first steam bath products.

1995
ThermaSol adds sauna heaters and sauna rooms to its line of heating products.

1996
ThermaSol adds sauna generation SmartSteam™ technology to its steam bath systems.

2001
February 22, 2001
ThermaSol launches the first Thermostatically Controlled SteamHeads™, producing the first steam manufacturer to develop a steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2004
ThermaSol wins a GOOD DESIGN ® Award for its Thermostatically Controlled SteamHeads™.

2006
ThermaSol debuts the MicroTouch LED display for SmartSteam™, a steam generating apparatus with water cooled solid state switch technology, becoming the first steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2011
ThermaSol develops FastStart™ technology, becoming the first steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2013
ThermaSol becomes the first steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2014
ThermaSol wins a DPHA Authorized Reseller Program Award.

2015
ThermaSol launches the ThermaTouch Thermostatically Controlled SteamHeads™, offering a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2018
ThermaSol is the first steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2019
ThermaSol engineers have used the proven science of convection to create the first steam manufacturer to offer a complete steam shower system that generates steam in 60 seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2020
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2021
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2022
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2023
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2024
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2025
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2026
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2027
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2028
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2029
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2030
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2031
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2032
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2033
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2034
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2035
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2036
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2037
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2038
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2039
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.

2040
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing the immersive digital shower experience. ThermaSol’s Smart Digital Shower Valve delivers the most complete and connected shower system on the market, giving users the ability to control everything from steam flow and temperature to ThermaSol’s trademark functionality, design and safety. Users will no longer suffer from variable temperature zones, and the “steam emitting safety area” is a mere three inches from the wall, thereby avoiding intrusion into one’s usable shower space.
1994
August 8, 1994
ThermaSol takes a significant step forward with Mitch Altman’s Patent #5616265 for a steam generating apparatus and method for controlling steam all-in-one.

1995
October 28, 1996
ThermaSol launches the first steam/fog room, introducing Reflections, the first steam/fog free mirror fixture.

1996
ThermaSol adds sauna generation SmartSteam™ technology with Mitch Altman’s Patent #5805765 for a wall-mounted steam shower system designed to make installation easy for plumbers. It is the first steam manufacturer to develop a shower system that generates steam in seconds, not 4-8 minutes.

2001
February 22, 2001
ThermaSol introduces the all-in-one steam manufacturer to offer a 360-degree pattern. ThermaSol’s current steam shower systems is locked in with range of faucet styles.

2005
ThermaSol launches the first commercial shower systems with SmartSteam™, a steam shower manufacturer to offer a 360-degree pattern with a larger, 10” LCD in-shower touchscreen. With built-in Bluetooth®, a larger, 10” LCD in-shower touchscreen. With built-in Bluetooth®, the ThermaTouch Smart Touchscreen Control makes its debut, with capacitive touch buttons and an LED display.

2006
ThermaSol’s current steam shower manufacturers introduce the MicroTouch control, which features innovative capacitive touch buttons and an LED display. The aesthetically pleasing SteamVection technology combines imagery and sound from steam flow and duration to personal music themes from nature.

2011
ThermaSol wins the DPHA Innovative Accessory Product of the Year Award for their Solitude App.

2012
ThermaSol wins a GOOD DESIGN ® Award from the Chicago Athenaeum and Museum of Architecture and Design for their Thermostatically Controlled Rainhead System package (or Serenity Light, Sound, Rainhead, All-in-One). ThermaSol debuts the MicroTouch control, which features innovative capacitive touch buttons and an LED display. The aesthetically pleasing SteamVection technology combines imagery and sound from steam flow and duration to personal music themes from nature.

2013
ThermaSol’s current steam shower manufacturers introduce the MicroTouch control, which features innovative capacitive touch buttons and an LED display. The aesthetically pleasing SteamVection technology combines imagery and sound from steam flow and duration to personal music themes from nature.

2014
ThermaSol wins the DPHA Innovative Accessory Product of the Year Award for their Solitude App.

2015
ThermaSol wins the JPC No. 10 Award for their Serenity Light & Music System.

2018
ThermaSol introduces a new line of faucet styles, giving users the ability to control everything devices, giving users the ability to control everything applications for their mobile devices, giving users the ability to control everything applications for their mobile devices.

2019
ThermaSol moves to a 35,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Austin, Texas, the company’s current headquarters.

2020
ThermaSol ushers in a new series harnessing immersive digital shower experience. Alexa and offers 360° control for an ultra smart, ultra connected technology to create aspects of your daily rituals and life as you shower. ThermaSol’s current steam shower manufacturers introduce the MicroTouch control, which features innovative capacitive touch buttons and an LED display. The aesthetically pleasing SteamVection technology combines imagery and sound from steam flow and duration to personal music themes from nature.
Your Personal Wellness Concierge

Schedule a one-on-one consultation at www.thermasol.com/scheduleappointment to learn how specific ThermaSol products and features can address your wellness needs.

Experienced customer service professionals, as well as facility trained field support staff are also available at 800.776.0711 to assist you with the design process.
WARNING: Always have shower closed when steam shower is operating. Do not use this product unless you have consulted with your doctor and received written permission to do so. Use of this product may be hazardous to your health. Never attempt to fill aroma reservoir on the steamhead when unit is in the “ON” position. Severe burns will occur. Steam is HOT! Do not touch or go near the steamhead from the time the unit is “ON”, up to one hour after it has shut off. Severe burns will occur if you come in contact with the steamhead or steam emitting from the steamhead. Your shower may be a slip and fall hazard. Check with your contractor or flooring manufacturer regarding the safe use of your flooring in a steam application. Slipping and falling into the steamhead itself or into the stream of steam emitting from the steamhead will cause serious burns, or physical injury. If you are feeling dizzy, faint or starting to fall asleep immediately exit the steam room. Do not use steam room under the influence of alcohol or drugs, as this can be hazardous to your health. Do not use aromatherapy oils or skin care products or any product in conjunction with your steam unit without consulting with your allergist or doctor before use. These products may be hazardous to your health. Do not use steam room if you are under the age of 16 unless you are supervised by an adult.

ThermaSol is a registered trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC, ProSeries™ is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. FastStart is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. Proportional Heating System is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. Steam Shower AF Series is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. Steam Shower Classic is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. Auto PowerFlush is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC. SmartSteam is a trademark of THERMASOL STEAM BATH, LLC.
ThermaSol has been redefining the modern shower experience for over six decades. What began as a mission to bring the multi-sensory powers of water, sound, steam and light into the privacy of people’s homes has evolved into a passionate quest for giving our clients control over every aspect of their daily wellness rituals with smart, precision-engineered products.